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MAW piles on the pressure over
nuclear weapons and climate link
Many thanks to those MAW members who responded to
requests to help us put pressure on MPs over the Climate &
Ecological Emergency Bill which has started its journey
through Parliament.
This is good news, except there is no mention in it of militaryrelated greenhouse gas emissions. MAW is on the case.
Of the three MP replies on this matter forwarded to us by
members, two were identical Liberal Democrat responses with
the third being from a Conservative who believes the new Bill
unnecessary. None mentioned the specific concern we raised.
Elsewhere, MAW Executive member David Collins is pursuing
our application for accreditation to COP26 in November 2021. If
successful, we will have a greater chance of airing our demand
that such emissions be acknowledged and counted.
Other letters concerning Setsuko Thurlow’s powerful appeal
and support for the UN Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons 2017 (TPNW) brought responses which were
depressingly predictable. Of the replies forwarded, one Labour
MP seemed to indicate a veiled support for the TPNW. Two
Conservatives failed to reply at all and the remainder - 2 Cons,
1 Lab, 1 LibDem - trotted out
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Sadly, if we don't sign up to
the Treaty we won't be
bound by it.
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MAW nominates vice-president
and Wales has a Peace Institute!
Mererid Hopwood: “I
cannot find a single
argument against the
abolition of war.
Waldo Williams,
and poet
sonnet with ‘Gobaith
fo’n meistr, rhoed
Amser inni’n was’
Hope be our
Time our servant’).”

https://sites.google.com/view/inmp-2020/museums-forpeace-worldwide
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Calling creatives - let’s
make a plan for peace

alisonlochhead358@gma
il.com
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